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BLACKWHITE DIFFERENCES IN THE OCCURRENCE OF JOB SHIFTS

I. Introduction

Despite the longstanding interest of sociology in social

mobility, the analysis of job shifts has not received much attention

in sociological research. This is/despite the fact that job

shifts are, in a sense, the most basic form of career mobility;

that is, whatever changes can be observed over time in a person's

occupational career will be a result of the job shifts he has

undertaken. But -most research on mobility has not been concerned

with analyzing careers; it has focused on comparing the occupational

positions of fathers and sons. On the other hand, status attainment

research that is concerned with the outcome of occupational careers

has tended to ignore the fact that these careers represent mobility

processes.

It is useful to ignore a-phenomenon when it is not particularly

relevant to the objectives pursued in an analysis. Traditionck

intragenerational mobility research is largely concerned with

characterizing' social systems by their rate of mobility, these rates

in turn to be explained by other characteristics of society such as the

level of industrialization. Analysis of individual job shifts are

indeed quite irrelevant to this endeavor. Status attainment research

has been largely concerned with modeling the interplay among various_

individual characteristics, especially educational and family background,

for the level of status and income a person obtains. For this
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endeavor, also the analysis of job shifts may seem quite irrelevant.

But status attainment research has also focused much attention on

the magnitude of the effects of individual attributes on status and

income, especially the effect of education (see, for example, Jencks

et al., 1972), Such concern demands some insight into the sources

of variation in the parameters of the status attainment model, to be

obtained from an analysis of the process that generates status and

income.
1 For this purpose, the analysis of job shifts is highly

relevant.

The importance of job shifts for the process of status-and_income

attainment derives from the fact that they are the basic mechanisms

for change in income and status. Change in status, as measured by

occupational prestige, can only take place through job shift. Major

changes in income, apart from real and inflationary increases, will

usually demand job shift to the extent that income is derived from

labor. Hence the level of status and income of a person at a point in

time that forms the dependent variable in status attainment research

will be determined by the job shifts a person undertakes. The

circumstances that determine the outcomes of job shifts therefore will

,determine how much status and income a person with given characteristics

(education, family background, race, etc.) obtains in the labor market.

Job shifts are made either on the job holder's Own decision, in

which case we shall refer to them as quits, or they represent the

employer's decision to terminate the employment, in.which case we shall

speak of them as layoffs. The occurrence of both quits and layoffs

'1
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represents an interplay between characteristics of individuals and

characteristics of the labor market theyrace. Quits occur when a

better job is available for the individual. Their occurrence

therefore, is a question of how good a job a person already has

obtained, given his training, skills, and experiences, and of the

existence of better jobs that are vacant. Layoffs occur when a

person is no longer needed by the firm. There will be personal

characteristics that will determine how expendable a person is; a

layoff obviously represents a response to certain employment conditions.

To the extent that persons are maximizing income and status a quit may

be expected to result in an increase in occupational achievement, while

a layoff may be expected to result in a loss. Whether a job shift

is a qui0,:or a layoff therefore determines whether the level of status

and income a person obtains will increase or decrease. The study of

-job shifts in this way enables us in determining status and income,

to analyze the interplay between personal characteristics relevant

for a person's employment opportunities and these opportunities.

The insight that the analysis of job shifts may give about the

basic mechansims involved in the prdcess of status and income

attainment constitute the rationale for attempting an analysis of the

occurrence of job shifts here.2 The analysis will fall into three

parts--first, an analysis of persons' intentions to quit, then an

analysis of the actual quits, and finally an analysis of layoffs will

be presented. The analysis will be limited to the occurrence of job

shifts. A logical next step is the analysis of the outcome of job



shifts, that is, the magnitudes of gains or losses persons realize

in their job shifts.

The well:known differences.in occupational achievement of blacks

and whites have been shown partly to be explainable by differences

in levels of occupational resources, as measured by education and

family background. However, a substantial portion of the difference

in achievement is not explained by different levels of resources, but

seems to be caused by a lower efficacy of occupational resources for

blacks than for whites; that is, blacks obtain a lower occupational

return on education and family background than do whites (Siegel,

1965; Duncan, 1969; Coleman et al., 1972).. This'difference is usually

interpreted to represent occupational discrimination. If, as we

argue, job shifts represent interplay between personal characteristics

and structural opportunities, this occupational discrimination toward

blacks should be reflected in the job shifts blacks undertake.

BlaCk-white comparisons are therefore carried out throughout this paper.

II. Data and Variables

Data for the analysis of job shifts were obtained from'! k Panel

.Study of Income DynaMics,"-James S. Morgan, principal investigator,

\'.\ conducted at the Survey Research Center, University of Michigan.

This five -year panel study provides data on income and employment

position conditions for_e national sample of families. The information

used in this paper pertains to the employment status and personal
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characteristics of male family heads collected in 1971, and informa-
e"

tiOnon change in employment conditions in the year 1971 collected in

1172, Only those male family heads who were part of the sample in

both years, and in the labor force for both years, are included in

the present analysis. The study gives information on 1701 whites

and 701 blacks.

As mentioned in the introduction, job shifts may be seen as an

interplay between personal characteristics relevant for a person's

employment opportunities and these opportunities. The variables ,

relevant for the analysis. then would be (1) measures of perSonal

occupational resources that reflect a person's ability, skills, and

experience, and (2) measures of occupational returns, that is,

variables that reflect how good a job a person has obtained. We expect

that a person's likelihood of getting fired or quitting will be related

to how good a job a person has obtained in relation to hii occupational

resources: high resources relative to current returns should increase

the likelihood of quitting; low resources relative to current returns

may be expected to increase the likelihood of getting fired. To these

variables two other groups may be added: (3) measures of personal con-

straints that are individual characteristics that reduce a person's

ability to utilize existing job opportunities, and (4) measures of

structural constraints that are nonindividual variables such as the level

of employment ancyhe distribution of job opportunities. In other words,

given a person's resources and current returns there will be personal

constraints relevant to his possibilities in taking advantage of

opportunities for better jobs, and structural variables that determine;

the likelihood of getting fired and the availability of vacant jobs.
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fnfOrmation on all four groups of variables is available in the

study, bit this information is not ve.y complete. The only direct

measure7of occupational resources available is respondent's education.

There 'are no measures of on-the-job training, and experience, or

direct measures of ability available, nor are measures of family

background available. A number of different family and personal

income measures were present. The measure used in this paper is the

male head's earnings from work in l:,971. MeaSures of occupational

status and job satisfaction that could be relevant, indicators of

occupational returns were not available. Measures of personal

constraints on the ability to utilize job opportunities were age,

marital status, number of children, and homeownership. With respect

to all these variables it seemed reasonable to expect that they would

reflect constraints on a person's freedom to move. It is, however,

possible that especially age and marital status also partly reflect

personal resources. Further discussion of these interpretative

possibilities will be given in the analysis. Finally, overall measures

of employment in the county of residence are available as a measure

of structural constraints,. Unfortunately the analysis with this

measure of leve of employment did not produce reliable results.

The measure does not seem to he a reliable indicator of the employ-

ment conditions facing the individual respondents. Analysis using

this measure will therefore not be presented.

The available information can be used to analyze three types of

events: first, whether the respondents in 1971 intended to find a new

8
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j0 in the following year; second, whether the respondent actually'

did quit;

of quits,

and third, whether he was'laid off or not. For the analysis. 6

respondents who were laid off were excluded. Only.one job

change per year was recorded in the study. This means that multiple

job changes in a year, even if they did occur, could not be treated.

,Nor could it be determined whether both a layoff and a quit occurred

in the same year. It is thus impossible to tell whether the wages

reported in 1971 did in fact come from the job a person subsequently

quit or was fired from, although this in most instances should be the

case. The fact that the information on whether a job change was a

quit or a layoff was supplied by the respondent may also influence the

results. It might be less stigmatizing to report a quit, even if a

layoff did in fact occur.

Quits and layoffs are dichotOmous events, and intentions to

quit were coded in that way. A multivariate analysis was desired.

A linear least squares analysis with a dichotomous.dependent variable

is both an inappropriate and an inefficient method of analysis. The

solution to this problem adopted here is described next.

III. Methods of Analysis

The dependent variable in the following analysis is coded "1" if

the event occurred,."0" if it did not occur. For a group of respondents,

the variable to be explained becomes the probability that an event

will occur. Suppose that there are n groups of respondents

.4"
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characterized by n-values of"the independent variablt. Denote the

values of the dependent variables (either 0 or 1) for a particular

a
group y .

Alinearmodelfor.Yj would be

yj = b
J
X '4- E.

i 3
j= l...n

where, x. is the jth value of the independent variable and E is a

random disturbance with expectation 0.

(1)

1'

There are a number of problems with this specificaiioS First the

estimates obtained from least squares inforMation Of 1 will be inefficient. 4'

Since yj is binomially random, the variance of the error term will l

depend on j, that is,
."

var(Y
I
lx )

J
= var(c.J ) b X.3 (1 - b ) .

The variance in Ej is heteroscedastic and the estimates there-

fore inefficient. This means that the use of equation (1) is a

particularly unreliable method of estimating thetffdct of independent

'(2)

variables on the probability that an event occurs.

Equation (1) is also-a likely inappropriate theoretic'al specifica-

%
tion. The relationship between an independent Itriable and the a

probability that an event occurs must be such that the greater the value

of the independent value the closer this probability is to 1, and the

smaller the value of the independent variable the closer it is to 0.

But the probability that an event, occurs can never exceed 1 or be less

than 0. The theoretical relationship between the independent variable
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and the probability that an event occurs will therefore be nonlinear,
A

likely of the form indicated in Figure 1 (Nerlove 4nd Press, 19/3).

A linear specification of the probability function is indicated

in Figure 1 by the broken line It is likely that this would be

reasonable approximation to the true function if the probability of

an event is around .5. But if the probability is either very small or

'large, the linear approximation will be quite bad. The events

studied in this paper are infrequent and the linear model is therefore -

likely to be unreasonable.

a

Another indication of the inappropriateness of this linear
1

probability model has been pointed out by Theila967). While the

1

dependent variable cannot lie outside the interval 0 to 1, there is

nothing in the linear model that constrains the prediCted values from

the model so tha&they always fall within this interva. Predicted

values in excess of 1 or negative values can thus occur with this

specification; even they are meaningless. .

There. are several solutions to these problems proposed in the

literature. They all involve transforming the probability pj ,so.that'

the new quantity is not constrained to vary betweep 0 and 1. One

solution widely accepted in biological research is the probit

specification. In this paper we use the so-called logit specification,

treated by Goodman. (1972 ) and Tbeil-(1967), among others. This

solution relies on the transformation

. logit = log (3)
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The logit then is the logarithm of the odds that an event occurs, or
a,

the probability that it will occur over the probability that it will

not. The logit will vary between -co and co and the problems imposed

by the constraint on the dependent variable and the linear probability

model is thus avoided.

In the logit specification our model would be

Pi
log 1-47- b X + E.

3
3

(4)

wheretheinterpretationofb.is slightly different from the linear

9

probability model 1, in that here b. measures the effect of the

independefit variable on the log oT the odds that an event occurs,

while befo it measured the direct effect on the probability. The

logit is a monotonic transformation of pi, so that this difference is,

at least for our purposes, insignificant.

The logit specification however has one important drawback.

The logit cannot be computed when there is only one observation per

cell. Hence the last squares or weighted least'squares estimation of

(4) is impossible unless,the continuous independent variables are

categorized. However, Nerlove and Press (1973) have developed a

solution to this problem. Solving for pi in,.(4) gives

+
e-(bi Xi + Ei) (5)

Nerlove and Press developed a maximum likelihood estimation of

the coefficients in (5) based, on the standard logistic cumulative

*.

0
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distribution function. The computer program developed by them

to" obtain this solution has been used here,,with minor modifications.
3

The program developed by Nerlove and Press provides an x
2

test of

the specified model and the individual coefficient. Tests are obtained

//4"'. as the likelihood ratio or the value of the maximum likelihood function

of the model to be tested over the value of the maximum likelihood

function of the model to be used as a standard. When the sample size

is not too small, 2A is distributed as x
2

, where A is the likelihood

ratio.

The printout from the program provides .95 confidence intervals

for the parameters. These confidence limits are used here to

evaluate the difference between coefficients to the same variable in

the two populations studied (blacks and whites). This is a somewhat

conservative procedure in that differences that might have been

established as significant using a direct test might not be detected

using the overlap of confidence intervals as a criterion. However the

statistics needed-to comput direct tests were not provided by the

version of the program used here.

IV. A Model for Quits

Persons are expected to qui. t if a better job is available to

them. The dPrisicr. to seek out better jobs was argued above to be

influenced by their occupational resources and the returns they

obtained from the job.they currently hold. It is necessary to specify

more closely what is meant by this statement before we can proceed

1 4
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with the analysis.
Denote by Y a measure of the intention to quit

a job. That the desire to quit a job is dependent on a person's

resources and the returns he obtains, may be taken to mean that

a discrepancy D, between resources and returns, determines the desire

to quit in a linear fashion

y = ao a/D
(6)

wherela0
represents unmeasured variables that influence the desire

to quit, and al measures how strongly the discrepancy influences the

desire to quit. The size of a
1
may, other things being equal, be

assumed dependent on the level of opportunities for better jobs: The

better those opportunities, the larger effect the discrepancy will

have on the desire to quit.

The'exact dependency of D on resources and 'returns could be

specified in several ways. The simplest formulation is the linear

difference between potential returns (R
p
) and actual return (R

a
),

or

D = Rp - R
a

.

The two quantities would in turn be functions of a person's

resources and the returns he obtains from his current job. Denote

by Z a person's overall level of resources, then R
p
= b

0
b
1
Z

where b
1

is the parameter that converts personal resources into

potential returns. The variable Z in turn may be assumed to be a

15

(7)
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linear function of a set of specific measures of resources.

n

Z = k0 + E kiEi . (8)

where the E 's" are measures of training,ability, motivation, and

other personal characteristics relevant for a person's value in the

job market, and the k 's are coefficients that express their

contribution to the overall level of resources.. In the data used

here only one direct measure of occupational resources is available- -

education. Hence Rp becomes

R
p

= b' + b'E
0 0

(9)

where b' and b' cannot be assumed identical to b
0

and b
1
because of the

0 1

omission of variables. It is furthermore important to note that R
P

in the analysis of intentions to quit is the person's perceived

potential returns in the labor market, and bi therefore would.be a

coefficient that expresses how important a person believes education

is for his value in the job market.

The person's actual returns can be assumed to be a function of

a person's specific current returns: income status, job satisfaction,

etc.; or,

n

R
a
= d + E dill

0
i=1

(10)

Again only one measure of,returns is available, so that equation (10)

becomes

R
a
= d' + d'I

0 1

ii3
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anti e1 wil-lexpress the perceived importance of income for the

overall returns.

Substituting (9) and (11) into (6) one obtains

D = b' d' + blE d'I
0 0

(12)

No direct measure of D is available, but equation (12) can be

substituted into (6) to give

or

y = a0 + b0 ' d'
0
+ a1b1E a1d1I

y = c0 + c1E c2I

where c0 = a0 + b' d'
0 0 0 0

c = a b'
1 1 1

c2 = aldl

Equation (10) can be estimated using education and income as

(13)

(14)

independent variables. But the coefficients c
1
and c

2
are both

functions of the importance of a discrepancy between resources and

returns for the intention to quit given by al, and of the perceived

importance of education for the potential returns a person will be

able to obtain and the, perceived contribution income makes to"to4a1

current returns. With no direct measure of D the absolute magnitudes
r-

of a
1
and b

1
cannot be identified.

1'
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There are other identification problems with (10). Suppose it is

argued that in addition to the effect of a discrepancy on the intention

to quit, there are independent effects of resources and returns.

One might argue that education irrespective of current returns

increases the likelihood of quitting and that h gher income

irrespective of education decreases the likelihood of quitting. The

resulting equation would be

y = k0 + klE - k2I + k3D (15)

But (15) cannot be estimated with the specificatioA of D given in

(12). A test of (14) against (15) is not possible. \, It cannot there-

fore be determined which, if any, of the parameters kl, k2 or k3 is O.

In other words, using (14) results in estimates of cl'and c2 that

include the possible independent contributions of E and I on the

intention to quit.

It is possible, however, to estimate the equation

and

g0 g1E
(16a)

h
1
I (16b)-

and compare the coefficients gl and h1 to cl and c2. It cl and c2

are greater than sl and h1 this reveals a phenomenon where the partial

effect of education and income will be greater than the gross effect.

This suppressive phenomenon can most reasonably be interpreted to

18
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reveal a discrepancy effect--that the joint operation of education

and income through the difference is an important explantory variable.

The measures of personal constraints will also be used

additively below, that is, if P is a measure of personal constraints

we assume

y = cl + c2E - c3I - c4P .
(17),

Our measures of personal constraints correlate with both education

and income. Hence no final conclusion about the size of the

coefficients should be made unless the full equation (17) is used.

Equation (17) will be used first in the analysis of the intention

to quit and then in the analysis of the actual quits. A similar

linear model will also be used in the analysis of layoffs. Despite

identification problems, this simple model is useful: as a start,

and the derivation of (17) is of assistance in the interpretation

of results.

V. The Intention to Quit

,Overall 12.5 percent of the whites and 13'.5 percent of the

blacks intended to quit their jobs. Equations (16a).and (16b) were

estimated using the logit of the percentage looking for a job as the

dependent variable, and the maximum likelihood procedure developed

by Nerlove and, Press (1973) to estimate the coefficienS for 0.71,

. independent variables, education and income. The results for

.19
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(16a), with confidence intervals in parentheses, are

whites y = -2.450 + , .108E

(-2.600 -2.305) (.079 .126) (18a)

blacks y = -2.984 + .340E

(-3.223 -2..757 (.290 .396) . (18b)

For both blacks and whites the effect is positive: the higher

the education of the respondent, the more likely it would be that he

is looking for a job. The effect of education on blacks is

substantially higher than it is fOr whites.

Turning now. to the income equatiqns, the results are

whites y = .724 .0691

(.574 .869) (-.072 -.065) (19a)

blacks y = 1.398 .0881

(1.163 1.620) (-.95 -.082) (19b)

The effect of income is negative for both groups, and again, the

effect is higher for blacks than it is for whites. Both for education

and income the effects are significantly different from 0.

The effects of education and income on the intention-to quit an

underestimated in equations (18) and (19) if there is a discrepancy

effect of resources and returns as shown above. The next step is

therefore to introduce the two variables simultaneously, that is,

estimate equation,a4 for the two groups.

whites y 1.308 + .169E

(1.158 1.54) (.139

Nx
blacks y = 2.973 +N\ ;430E

(2.731 3.203) (.369

.197)

.-.

.487)

.1041

(-.107 -.100)

-. .1691

(-.176 -.163)

(20a)

(20b)

N\
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Given a person'f income, the higher his education, the more likely

he is to consider a job shift; or, given his education, the higher

his income, the less likely it is that he will consider a job shift.

Compared to the 'estimates of the gross education and income coefficients,

the partial effects are substantially higher for both groups. Only

for the coefficients for education of blacks does the confidence

interval of the gross effects and the partial effects not 'overlap.

There is thus clear evidence that the effect of education in considering

a job change is greater when a person's income is taken into account

than it is when seen in isolation and vice versa. The joint influence"

of education and income, that is, the discrepancy between those two

measures of resources and returns, appears to be an important

determinant of the intention 'to quit a job, as argued above.

Both partial effects are greater for blacks than they are,for

whites. This means that the coefficient to b in equation (5) appears

to be larger for blacks than for whites. It was argued to our

earlier discussion that this coefficient should be dependent on the

opportunities for better jobs: The more favorable these opportunities

are, the greater will be the effect of the discrepancy on the intention

to quit. From this argument it follows that blacks should have more

opportunities for better jobs than whites. This is a finding that

can be explained in several ways.

Blacks in general have worse jabs than do whites. Hence more

jobs will be better than current jobs for blacks than foi whites.

If blacks have the same chance of getting access to vacant jobs as do

whites, or believe they do, then the opportunities for better jobs will
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indeed be more ample for blacks than for whites. We are dealing

with the intention to quit, and the result then follows if it is

assumed that blacks have the same, appraisal of their possibilities

for getting access to better jobs as whites.

This interpretation assumes an interaction between the level of

return and the effect of a discrepancy on the intention to quit; so

that the lower the current returns, the greater the effect of a

'discrepancy on the intention to quit, because the likelihood is

greater that some other job will provide,a better return. Equation

(5) accordingly is misspecified, but an estimation of the model that

does include such an interaction seems difficult, with no direct

measure of the discrepancy available.

An alternative explanation is derived from considering the

measures of.resources and returns used. Clearly, education is not

the only characteristic relevant for a person's value in the

job market, and income is only one of the returns, persons obtain

from their jobs. This means that the perceived di'screpancy between

income and education is only a fallible indicator of the true per

ceived discrepancy between resources and returns. If, however, the

discrepancy between education and income is a better indicator of the

actual perceived discrepancy for blacks than it is for whites, then the

result follows, for D is measured with greater error for whites than

it is for blacks. Education should then be perceived as a more important

charadteristic for one's chances in the job market by blacks, and income

a more salient return. There is some evidence that the latter

indeed -is the case, for blacks seem to maximize, income over prestige,
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in status attainment (Coleman, Berry and Blum, 1972). The missing

information on resources and returns other than education and income

prohibits a direct test of this explanation.

A third explanation needs to be explored. Age is correlated

with both education and income and the estimates presented above

are therefore possibly biased. Age is also assumed to be a constraint

on the TliCelihood of undertaking a job shift, and the result therefore

could reflect differences in the age distribution of blacks and

whites. An estimation that includes age and the other available

measures of personal constraints should therefore be attempted.

Age was expected to have a nonlinear relationship with the

intentions to quit, based on other research (Stirensen, 1975).

To improve the fit of the equation, polynomials in age were therefore

introduced. Age square made a significant contribution to the like

lihood ratio, but higher powers did not; that is, the relationship

we find is

y = bia b (21)

This means that the effect of age declines with age, as (21) can be

seen as a solution to the differential equation

dA
= b

1
2b

2
A .

r..

(22)

With coefficights of opposite signs equation (22) shows that the

influence of age as a determinant on job shift declines with age, and

the effect in fact may become positive, if -Lbi: < 2b2A.

23
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Adding A and A
2

to the equation, a dummy variable M; measuring

marital status (with 0 equal to unmarried, 1 equal to married) and a

variable C measuring the number of children in the household gave

these results:

whites y =. 2.015 + .096E - .0451 - .065A
(1.861 2.163) (.066 -.125) (-.049 -.042) (-.070 -.061)

blacks

.0003A
2

- .645M - .033C
(.0002 .000) (-.809 -.486) (-.111 -.039) .(23a)

.

Y = 4.255 + .329E - .1341 - :077A

(4.008 4.491) (.267 .388) ( -.14i -.128) (. -.Q84 -.070)

.0004A
2

+ .203M - .110C

(.0002 ,0006) .(-.063 .457) (-.204 -.027) (23b)

Age has the expected negative effect that decreases over time. fo

be married acts asfa constraint for whites but has no effect on

blacks. Number of children acts as a constraint both for blacks and

whites. The confidence intervals for the number of children overlapped

for blacks and whites, indicating that the effect of these con-

straints is similar for the two groups. The difference in the effect

of being married on the intention to leave thejob is difficult to.

interpret.

The introduction of age on the other constraints reddces the

partial coefficients for both education and income. It can be shown

that the reduction is primarily due to the introduction of age into

the equation. Hence age correlates with the size of the discrepancy

as measured by eduCation and income, and the results presented above

2
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without age included in the equation presumably were biased upward.

However, a firm conclusion about the relative importance Of age oh,

the size of discrepancy between education and income cannot be2

reached, from equatibris (23a) and (23b). Age is assumed partly,to

0
measure increasing constraints on the ability to move, but age is

also a proxy for the size of the discrepancy as a result of the very,

phenomenon we are analyzing. Career processes are produced by job

shift, and to the extent that these shifts are voluntary'they

obviously should make a discrepancy between resources and returns

k1ess likely to occur, the older the person. In other words, the

Older a person, the more time he has had to insure the high st

possible returns on his occupational resources. Age theref .e is

colinear with the difference between education and income, partly

because the two quantities are measuring the same thing. The reduction

in the coefficient to education and income produced by the intro-

duction of age in the equatioA may therefore not represent a reduction

in bias. On the contrary, if age does not measure personal

constraints, it is the coefficient to,age that is biased,\since age'

then cannot be said to represent the causal variable.

Age measures the discrepancy between resources and returns

better if persons in their careers are able only to undertake

voluntary job shifts that inctease the occupational returns from

their resources. The reductions in the size of the coefficients to

education, caused by the introduction of age in the equation, is

j

I
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somewhat greater for whit s than for blacks (the coefficients to educa.,

non fOr blacks in equations (23) and (20) in fact overlap). This

result then indicates that the career litdceSsof blacks may be less

regular; that is, in their careers backs are more often exposed to

a shift that ,does not reducea discrepancy between resources and--

returns, or increase 'it. This would ma2etbe correlation between age.

and the discrepAcy between resource's And returns less in magnitude

for blacks and'hence would produce the observed result. The analysis

,

of the actual shifts in layoffs should enable us to evaluate2this

interpretation further.
k

VI. Actual Quits

In the 1971 interview, 12.5 percent of the whites and, 13.5

percent of the blacks indicated that they were lookiug for a new job.

In the 1972 interview, 8.5 percent of the whites and 6.7 percent of

the blacks stated that they had actually quit their jobs in the pie-

ceding year.. One of the interpretations given to the larger effect

of a discrepancy on intention to,quit for blacks was that blacks,

because of their generally worse.jobs,have more opportunities for

better jobs, and therefore blacks are better able to realize their

intentions to quit. ThiS' interpretation can be directly tested, of

course, by regressing actual quits on intentions to quit:

whites Q = -2.262 + 1.312Y

(-2.454 -2.807) (.964 .1.639) .

':1111

-2.822 1

(-3.148 -2.523) .34-2

-0

(24a)

(24b)'
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In equation (24a) and (24b), Q denotes actual quits=-coded 1 if

the person did quit, 0 if he did not (persons laid of are', as

mentioned, excluded from this analyaisf: Y is, as before; the inten-
.

tion to quit.

Clearly, blacks are not better able to realize their intentions

to quit than are whites. The interpretation in terns of job

opportunities is not supported when actual opportunities are con-

sidered, although it still may be a valid explanation for the greater

effect_of a discrepancy between income and education found before,

if it#is argued fiat blacks misperceive their opportunities more than

do whites.

The phenomenon of partial effects being greater than gross effects,

demonstrated fbr the intention to quit, can also be established for

actual quits. Presumably the discrepancy explanation is then also

valid for actual uits. The partial, effects of education and income,

when taken together, are shown in equations (25a) and (25b).

whites Q = 4.026 + .I69E = .1851 (25a>

(3.845 4.199) (.133 .203) (-.190 -.181)

blacks Q = 4.237 + .I/5E - .2021 (25b)

(3.908 4.538) (.082 .259) (-.211 -.194)

Black-white differences in the partial effects of education and

income are in the same direction as before. A discrepancy between

resources and returns seems to have a,greater effect for blacks than

for whites: This is possibly because the discrepancy between education

and income is a better measure of the discrepancy between resources

2
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and returns for blacks than it is for whites, or possibly because

more jobs are better for blacks than for whites, although this just

has been shown to be a dubious contention. The difference between

blacks and whites is less pronounced than when the intention to quit was

analyzed; confidence intervals to the partial effects of, education in

fact overlap. Subsequent analysis will however show that the results

of equation (25) in fact are quite misleading for blacks.

Compared with the analysis of the intention to quit, it is the

case for whites that the partial effects of education are the same

whether the intentions or the actual quits are considered. The

partial effect to income is 'significantly higher for actual quits

though. For, whites, income seems to become a more inportaht

consideration when making the final decision about,quitting

than when forming the intention to quit.

For blacks it is also the case that the partial effects of income

are greater for an actual quit than for the intention to quit. The

effect of education is different for blacks too: It is substantially

lower. Education appears to be a less important resource for blacks

than they perceive it to.be when forming their intentions to quit,

and income is an even more important return.

The introduction of age, and other measures of personal constraints

has an effect on the coefficient for whites to education and income

similar to the one found in the analysis of intentions to quit, but

quite a different impact on the result for blacks.

2,6
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whites Q = 5.700 + .074E - .1361
(5.515 '5.878) (.036 ,i109) (-.141 -.132)

-.084A + .0003A
2

- .647M .033
(-.089 -.078) (.0001 .0004) (-.848 -.457) (-.060 .118).

(26a)

blacks Q = 6.431 - .002E .1841 ,036A
(6.095 6.742) (-.101 .087) (-.193 (-.046 -.026)

-.0006A
2

- .849M + .172C
(-.0009 - .0004) (-1.226 -.505) (.073 .257) (26b)

For whites the introduction of age in the equation reduces the

partial effect of education and income. As in the analysis of the

intention to quit, this may not necessarily mean that the coefficient"

in equation (25a) is biased seriously upwards. Age may partly be a

proxy for the expected decline in the discrepancy between resources

and returns that a career process characteLzed by voluntary job

shifts should produce over time. The effects of being married and the

number of children are very similar to the results from the analysis

of the intenEion to quit--their values-are nearly identical. The

introduction of age does not change the conclusion derived from

equation (23a) in relation to (25a) with respect to the increased

importance of income for actual quits. Age itself also has a some-

what higher effect on theactual quit than on the intention' to quit.

For whites the f Lion of the intention to quit and actual

quit basically seems to Lke place 'according to the same mechanism.

Income and age are some+E.more important for actual quits, but,the

size and magnitude of coefficients follow the same pattern in the

.29
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two cases. It is reasonable to conclude that whites form their

intention to quit on the basis of an evaluation of their occupational

resources in relation to-rtieir occupational returns and the con-

straints imposed upon them. But this is clearly not the case for

blacks, as equation (26b) indicates.

With the introduction of age in the equation, the partial effect

of education fails to reach significance. Age itself shows up with a

negative effect, that is accelerating as the coefficient of A
2

indicates,

a
Marital status has a negative effect. Number of children has a positive

effect, in contrast to the insignificant effect found for whites. The

patterns of effect are very different from other results seen so far.

An explanation in terms. of quits being determined by current returns

relative to resources seems hard to justify. Rather, the likelihood

of quitting is determined for blacks primarily by age and the current

economic return relative to need. The effect of number of children

-..KU positive, not negative as would be expected if these variabj.es

acted as personal constraints, thus indicating that an increase in

income needs with size of household acts as an impetus, not a

constraint,, on the likelihood of quitting.

The similarity of results for blacks and whites given in equation

(25a) and (25b) was spurious. The positive partial effect of education

in equation (25a) is presumably due to better education among younger,

unmarried blacks, but level of education is in itself of no importance

for blacks' voluntary shifts. While the same mechanism seems to

account for the intention to quit for blacks and whites, only whites

carry out the actual quit according-to this mechanism. Blacks do

30
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not seem able to quit when it would increase their income return,

. on their education, even though they in fact appear to be more

sensitive to the discrepancy between income and education than are

whites, and such a discrepancy appeared to be less age-dependent for

blacks than for whites.

A source of income difference between blacks and whites is

identified: The education of blacks is insignificant for the gains

they may realize from job shift, and they are not able to form

occupational careers where 'increasing occupational returns on

occupational resources are obtained over time. Further insight

into these disadvantages of blacks can be given in the analysis of

layoffs.

VII. Layoffs

Occupational resources in relation to occupational returns were

argued to be a determinant of quits, because'they determine the

size of the gain a person may realize in a quit.. In the same way,

resources in relation to returns may be argued to determine layoffs

because lower resources relative to current returns, especially

wages, should make the employee more expendable to the firm. The

mechanism would imply negative partial coefficients to measures of

resources and positive partial doefficients to measures of returns in

ar additive model for layoffs like the one used in the analysis of

quits. This is the opposite pattern than the one found for quits.

3i
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With the available measures of resources--that is, education--it

is, however, doubtful that this pattern will come out. Education is

correlated with occupatioaal differences in job security; higher_

education may therefore, in fact, provide protection against quits,

while lower education increases exposure to quits, irrespective of

wages. Layoffs are made on the decision of the employer, not the

employee, as. are quits; to the employer, wages may in fact be the

best indicator of productivity, irrespective of other Oharacteristics

of the employee. While formally plausible, it is doubtful, with the

available measures, that a discrepancy explanation will account for

layoffs. Results of an analySis of layoffs using the same variables

as before confirm this doubt:

whites L = 2.721 .068E .0971 .055A

(2.486 2.941) ( -.120 -.021) (-.103 -.091) (-.062 -.050)

-.0003A
2

.230M + .074C

(-.0004 -.0002) (-.550 -.067) -( -.032 .169) (27a)

blacks L = 2.011 + .062E ,.1111 + .053A

:,(1.737 2.268) (-.015 .133) (-.118 -.104) (.045 .061)

-.0013A
2

.532M - .029C

(-.0021 -.0012) (-.844 -.244) (z..126 .0551) (27h)

Here L denotes the logit of the;probability of being laid off,

and the notation is otherwise as before.

Only 4.6 percent of.the whites were laid off in the year 1971-72.

The probability of being fired is strongly dependent on age, as A
2

also

has a negative sign. Also, education provides a protection against

being fired as does high income. Marital status has a negative effect,

32
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which might indicate some discrimination of employer against unmarried

workers, or that married workers somehow are more productive than

unmarried workers. Number of children has no importance. Not

unexpectedly, it is young, unmarried whites with low education and

income who are most likely to get fire?.

For blacks the picture again is significantly different. The

probability of getting fired is almost twice as high for blacks as

for whites--9.0 percent. Education provides no protection for blacks

against getting fired; its effect is not significant. Age has a

positive effect that, however, is decelerating over time. It appears

that it is the_middle-aged blacks who are most likely to get fired

and not the youngest, as with whites. As was the case with whites, ;

marriage is a protection againstigetting laid off, and income also

affects the probability of being laid off the same way. The differeAce

between blacks and whites in the effect of personal characteristics

on the probability of being laid off is again an important finding

for the explanation of the differences in income attainment of blacks

and whites. That the likelihood of getting fired increases with age

for blacks means that blacks more often involuntarily loge whatever

experience and on-the-job-training that they may have reeeiVed. The-

insignificant effect of education means that highly educated blacks

are just as likely as low-educated
blacks to experience a loss in

occupational returns, especially income. In the analysis of quits,

it was found that blacks were not able to undertake shifts that

increased their return on their education. Clearly, education will

S3
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not influence the career of blacks by much, and theit careers are

unstable, as only the very young blacks are able to undertake

voluntary quits, while the likelihood of getting fired increases with

age.

VIII. Conclusion

In the introduction to this paper it was claimed that the analysis

of job shifts may give an important insight into the process of status

and income attainment, especially the sources of variation in the

parameters of the attainment models used in other research. We have

attempted to implement this claim here 'by analyzing voluntary and

involuntary job shifts for blacks and whites as a function of income,

education, and family characteristics.

OUr results demonstrate a pattern where blacks are-systematically

disadvantaged in their income attainment process in relation to whites:.

While both blacks and whites form their intention to quit such that

they are likely to quit when they can realize an increased income

.return on their education, blacks are in fact not able to carry out

a voluntary shift according to-these consideration8. Blacks' voluntary

job shifts are most likely to occur when the respondents, are young,

and the income needs great, not when it, in view of the relation bf

education to income, should be advantageous for, them to do so. This

is despite the finding that blacks seem more sensitive to a dis-

crepancy between education and income (or the discrepancy between

occupational resources and returns is better measured by income and

3 4
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education for blacks) when forming intention to quit, and despite the

finding that the occurrence of a discrepancy appears less dependent

on age for blacks than for whites, -due to less regular careers for

blacks.

The results of the analysis of layoffs show that this pattern

is only reinforced by involuntary shifts. While education and age

provide some protection of whites against geLing fired, education

gives'oo such protection to blacks and the likelihood of getting fired

increases with age; Blacks are forced out of their jobs when they

can least afford it in terms of their careers.

Taken together, these results indicate that the wellknown

difference in occupational attainment for blacks and whites is not

only due to lower levels of occupational resources for blacks, but

to low returns on these resources due to the disadvantages blacks

encounter on the job market, where they are not able to increase

their return on resources over age as are whites. While our analysis

has only been able to use inadequate measures of occupational resourceb

of persons and occupational returna, arid while the model used here

1

has left some interpretative alterdativesmpen.,our results point

dramatically to such a pattern of disadvantages for blacks.
\\
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NOTES

1In controversies over the magnitudes of coefficients in status
attainment research,adst attention has been focused on problems of
measurement, where different assumptions.about the error structure
produce different results [see Jencks et al. (1972) and Bowles (1972)].
This leaves the question addressed hereWhat are the substantive
sources of variation in the parameters -- unanswered.

. An analysis of job shifts on the same data set used here but
with a different perspective has been carried out by David (1973).

3The version of the program used here is an earlier version of
the program described in Nerlove and Press (1973).
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